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Front cover : Detail from Cliffs of Fractured Time  76 x 76 cm  acrylic on canvas  



Foreword

I first came across Jan Walker’s paintings about ten years ago, when I picked her for the first selected exhibition 
of West Dorset artists at the Bridport Arts Centre. 

Those first paintings were of stones, either single or in groups, and they later developed into stone-scapes, 
evocations of rocky cliffs facing the sea along Dorset’s southeast coast. 

It’s interesting how we often form close friendships with stones: picked up on the beach or encountered on 
country walks, they become talismans of experience, sculpture in miniature. 

Since then, Jan has gradually enlarged her ambition and scope so that her paintings are becoming not just 
records of stony places but meditations on their wider meanings. It’s probable that such concerns entered her 
mind years ago when she began exploring landscapes with her geographer father and, in more recent years, 
she has looked beyond Dorset at the different textures and colours of rocks in Galicia, Spain. 

She is experimenting and evolving all the time, now that she has more opportunity for such things. In one of 
his best early songs, Bob Dylan asked, “How does it feel to be all alone, out on your own, like a rolling stone?” 
to which Jan might reply, “I know that, I’ve been there, but there’s so much I want to do.”

John Hubbard 

January 2015



Cliffs of Fractured Time (detail)  

Cliffs of Fractured Time  76 x 76 cm  acrylic on canvas





Rhythms of Flowing Time  35 x 100 cm  acrylic on canvas Red Intrusion  60 x 46 cm  acrylic on canvas 

Living on the Dorset coast and also experiencing many trips to the coast of Galicia in NW Spain, multiple 
images and memories flood my mind with cliff faces, landslips, rocky beaches and all the hidden gems of 
exposed geological remnants and fossils.



Red Intrusion  60 x 46 cm  acrylic on canvas 



Monoliths of Time  100 x 50 cm  acrylic on canvas
 
Stillness in Motion   60 x 46 cm  acrylic on canvas

The enormity of the natural forces of upheaval 
over deep time that underpin the making of 
the coastline is ever present as I paint.





Portland, West Side  35 x 100 cm  acrylic on canvas

My paintings begin with great energy as I lay down areas of paint and begin the exciting journey that each 
painting takes me on. Intensely aware of the time held in the rocks and the ongoing weathering and wearing 
processes exposing and redefining the forms and surfaces, I find myself echoing these processes by layering 
the paint, cutting back through previous layers, and exposing earlier elements.



Raised Beach  45 x 45 cm  acrylic on wood



Traces of Time  80 x 40 cm  acrylic on canvas
 
Traces of Time (detail)  Natural Forces  60 x 46 cm  acrylic on canvas



Natural Forces  60 x 46 cm  acrylic on canvas



Breaking Up (detail)  

Surface and texture is 
of tremendous interest 
to me, both to see and 
experience in the natural 
world and to explore and 
develop in my paintings.



Breaking Up  40 x 40 cm  acrylic on wood 



Detail from Cliffs of Ancient Echoes  80 x 60 cm  acrylic on canvas 

Detail from Cliffs of Strength and Vulnerability  90 x 90 cm  oil on canvas 

Scale is a fascination and a challenge from 
the immensity of the ancient monolithic 
rock faces of the cliffs to the intricacy of a 
small stone or pebble held in my hand. As 
in the natural world where I see landscapes 
within landscapes, so as I work, inner views 
and pictures within pictures appear within 
the larger painting.





Jan lives and works in Weymouth with her husband, the 
studio potter David Walker.

Born 1952  Childhood in Devon - Teignmouth and 
Exmouth

1970 – 1973  Shoreditch College - teacher training, 
specialising in ceramics and painting 

1974 – 1985    Lived on the Fens near Ely, 
Cambridgeshire

                     Head of Art, Witchford Village College    
1985              Moved to Weymouth, Dorset
1986 – 1998   Head of Art Thornlow School, Weymouth
1998 – 2007    Head of Art Knighton House School,  

Dorset 
2007 – 2015   Painting full time

Exhibitions
1981, 1982, 1984  Old Fire Engine House Gallery, Ely (solo)
1981  Blackheath Gallery, London
1982, 84  Trumpington Gallery, Cambridge
1983  Harvey Nichols, London (solo)
2008  ‘Art of the Jurassic Coast’ Durlston Country Park
2009  ‘Spirit of Place’ Dorset County Museum
2009  Engine Room, Poundbury (solo) 
2009  Prince of Wales Surgery, Poundbury (solo)
2009, 2010  Whitestones Gallery, Portland 
2010  ‘Seeing Portland’ The Hub, Verwood 
2010  Ridgeway Festival
2010  Cove Gallery, Weymouth (featured artist)
2012  Gallery on the Square, Poundbury (solo)
2008, 2010, 2012, 2014  Dorset Art Weeks 

Selected for : 
2011, 2013 Summer Show, Atkinson Gallery,   
2009, 2010, 2011, 2013 Dorchester Open, Dorchester 
Arts Centre 

Awards:
2008, 2013 Marshwood Vale Magazine Arts Awards selected 
by John Hubbard, exhibited in Bridport Arts Centre 

‘Jan has sensitively portrayed the thousands of years 
that it has taken nature to build these layers; she has 
created an impression of the nuances and signifiers 
of an ancient landform whilst presenting us with 
contemporary abstract pieces of art that also draw 
references from expressionism; bringing us close 
to the surface of the subject evokes an emotional 
response of awe that could not be depicted in mere 
realistic imitation.’
Judith Jones, a-n magazine 2012 
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Enduring Resistance with Jan Walker  120 x 150 cm  acrylic on canvas  

Back cover: Detail from Deep History  100 x 40 cm  acrylic on wood
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‘This journey of Jan’s is one we should feel privileged to accompany her on, for the paintings that result 
from her engagement with the places that inspire her are very beautiful. Not only that, because they depict 
appearances in a way that does not rely on direct representation, they manage to say profound things about 

those places, things elusive and half-understood, yet which somehow touch us all.’
Stephen Swann, Dorset Magazine 2009


